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of 1918 –
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Happened?

• In the United States, an estimated 675,000 people died from what was labeled the Spanish Flu. Worldwide, an estimated 50 million died from it.

• The public was told that it was caused by a germ or a virus.

• The public was not told about the studies which proved that Spanish Flu was NOT caused by either and was not contagious!
Doctors Try To Prove Spanish Flu Was Contagious But Failed!

Milton J. Rosenau M.D. published his report in JAMA, August 2, 1919 on his attempts to prove that Spanish Flu was contagious.
Optimally, Ophthalmology has been awarded to several candidates since 1883. Avoid proposing the degree of Master of Science in Medicine (M.Sc.) and Doctor of Medicine (M.D.) to those who are essentially equivalent to the well-known graduate degree Master of Arts (M.A.) and Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.). In addition, propose a degree of Doctor of the Practice of Medicine (D.P.M.).

"The requirements for this degree should be essentially the same as for the M.Sc., except that the time devoted to research and to the preparation of a thesis would be devoted to the development of higher medical and clinical practice, and the latter program, to establish a practitioner's degree without research or thesis, is open to serious objections. It would tend to sacrifice scholarship as favor of skill, and thus to yield an unbalanced and unsound type of practitioner. Further would be none better to train men for the higher educational requirements involving at least some self-determined study, that should be given by a university graduate degree.

Judging from my experience at Minnesota, graduate students in clinical branches will fall into three groups. Some will be unable to meet the thesis and advanced requirements. This deficiency will deter them from being candidates for the higher degrees, irrespective of their technical skill in routine clinical work. Others will be able to produce a fairly creditable thesis, exhibiting some originality and independent thought, though distinctly below the standard of scholarship ordinarily required for the doctor's degree in the graduate school. These may properly be awarded the degree of Master of Science (M.S.) in the special field involved. We formerly awarded the degree of Doctor of Science (D.Sc.) for the same purpose, but abandoned it in recognition of the growing tendency to use this for an honorary degree.

The M.S. and Ph.D. degrees (qualified or unqualified) for graduate work in the medical sciences in accordance with the recommendations of the Curriculum in the Sciences (A. C. Lyell, chairman) at the recent meeting of the Association of American Medical Colleges in Chicago in March, 1919. The Ph.D. degree, in so modified by Starch, Victor, Lyon and others, has the advantage of being thoroughly established, carrying with it everywhere the certification of ability in original thought and training in scientific methods. The qualification of the degree by the addition of the special field of clinical medicine should add to this a broader recognition of the candidate's qualifications which is in accord with the scientific basis of our system of education in the world that the recipient of this degree has undergone a long and careful training, both theoretical and practical; that he has met the most rigid test of skill and scholarship, and that he is well qualified for leadership in his chosen field of specialization in medicine.

Conclusions

We must recognize an increasing need for medical specialists, especially in connection with the development of the group system in medical practice. For the training of efficient specialists, adequate facilities are in general available only in the medical schools of the stronger universities. These schools should organize graduate work for systematic training of medical specialists along lines similar to those followed in the training of physicists and chemists; namely, the provision of systematic practical clinical instruction and training in research methods. These plans, if realized, would lead to the development of medical and clinical students who will fill the needs of the profession.

EXPERIMENTS TO DETERMINE MODER"
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The Experiment

1

The experiment involved using 100 healthy soldiers who volunteered to participate.

It also involved using patients who were sick with the supposed Spanish Flu.
They transferred saliva from the mouth of sick patients to the soldiers but none of the soldiers became sick!

They tried transferring the mucus from sick patients to the soldiers but none of the soldiers became sick!
The Experiment 3

They tried transferring the blood from sick patients to the soldiers but none of the soldiers became sick.

They even went so far as to extract the body fluids from corpses of those who died from Spanish Flu and gave this to the soldiers, but again none of the soldiers developed Spanish Flu!
In their last attempt, they even had patients who had Spanish Flu, actually cough into the face of the soldiers and the soldiers were instructed to breathe in at the same time. This was done several times, but again the soldiers did not get sick!
The Milton Experiment proved that Spanish Flu was not contagious!
Dr. Milton Concluded:

As a matter of fact, we entered the outbreak with a notion that we knew the cause of the disease, and were quite sure we knew how it was transmitted from person to person. Perhaps, if we have learned anything, it is that we are not quite sure what we know about the disease.
In 1917, the soldiers were given an experimental vaccine for meningitis.

Three meningitis vaccines were given to soldiers in increasing dosages over a 10-day period.

This was first done at Fort Riley in Kansas which is also where the first outbreak of Spanish flu took place.
A REPORT ON ANTIMENINGITIS VACCINATION AND 
OBSERVATIONS ON AGGLUTININS IN THE BLOOD OF 
CHRONIC MENINGOCOCCUS CARRIERS.
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Following an outbreak of epidemic meningitis at Camp Funston, 
Kansas, in October and November, 1917, a series of antimeningitis 
vaccinations was undertaken on volunteer subjects from the camp. 
Major E. H. Schorer, Chief of the Laboratory Section at the adjacent 
Base Hospital at Fort Riley, offered every facility at his command 
and cooperated in the laboratory work connected with the vaccina-
tions. In the camp, under the direction of the Division Surgeon, 
Lieutenant Colonel J. L. Shepard, a preliminary series of vaccinations 
on a relatively small number of volunteers served to determine the 
appropriate doses and the resultant local and general reactions. 
Following this series, the vaccine was offered by the Division Surgeon to 
the camp at large, and given by the regimental surgeons to all who 
wished to take it.

Preliminary Series.

The preliminary series of vaccinations was carried out in the 
342nd Field Artillery Regiment through the courtesy of Colonel 
Nugen and Major C. N. Johnson, surgeon of the regiment. This 
organization volunteered en masse in response to the call issued by the 
Division Surgeon and offered a most promising opportunity for an 
extended series of observations. Moreover, only one case of menin-
gitis had developed in the 342nd Field Artillery and the regiment had 
recently been covered in the search for meningococcus carriers. Dur-

Multiple Additional Vaccines Were Given To Soldiers

• 14 to 25 different vaccines were also given to soldiers in addition to the meningitis vaccines.

• The soldiers became very sick.

• The doctors responded by giving them even stronger vaccines and other medications.

• This made the situation even worse, and the soldiers started dying horribly.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adverse Reactions 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Insanity – Which was later called “Shell Shock” even though many of those affected never left their military base.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High fever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme Weakness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal Rash</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Intestinal Disturbances – similar to typhoid

Lung Congestion

Extreme Difficulty Breathing

Gasping

Death
Shifting The Blame

There were so many injuries and deaths being caused by the vaccines that the blame was shifted from the vaccines by calling it Spanish Flu.

Spain, of course, had nothing to do with it.

America did not even have a base in Spain.

Spain was also neutral during World War I.
World War I ended much sooner than the drug companies anticipated, and they had excess stockpiles of vaccines to sell.

As a result, they launched a massive scare campaign telling the public that soldiers returning from the war, would be bringing back all types of diseases.

The public was encouraged to take all of the vaccines on the market and millions did!
Once the public started taking these vaccines, that is when they started getting sick and dying.

It has been estimated that at least 675,000 Americans died from what was called Spanish Flu.

Millions of others suffered through all types of serious adverse reactions to the vaccines.
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ALL BOULDER HAS BEEN QUARANTINED
Schools, Churches, Movies, Pool Halls Suspended

The open letter of Dr. Miles, the city health officer, in Boulder, papers, moved the public to take action. Announcements were made in many of the churches Sunday at the request of the Boulder Commercial association, that there would be no services until further notice and in the afternoons representing men met with the Health Officer and Manager E. C. Heinrich, in command of the hospital camp, at the last request for conference and it was evident that the citizens of Boulder propose to act in the city in line with the rest of the country in an effort to suppress the epidemic rather than to surrender to it.

Present were Drs. L. F. Farrington, Gilbert, Reed, Clay, A. F. H. and Robertson, representing the Boulder County Medical association; Mayor Rice and A. J. M. Campbell, representing Farrington and Gilbert were sure that the city council would not suffer for the absence of the citizens' council, that he was on the scene. State University Dr. George Norlin, who said he had, as president of Dr. Francis Ramsey, and Dr. M. P. the Medical association, asked the Manager to help city, sending the Commercial association, that there would be no services until further notice and in the afternoons representing men met with the Health Officer and Manager E. C. Heinrich, in command of the hospital camp, at the last request for conference and it was evident that the citizens of Boulder propose to act in the city in line with the rest of the country in an effort to suppress the epidemic rather than to surrender to it.

Present were Drs. L. F. Farrington, Gilbert, Reed, Clay, A. F. H. and Robertson, representing the Boulder County Medical association; Mayor Rice and A. J. M. Campbell, representing Farrington and Gilbert were sure that the city council would not suffer for the absence of the citizens' council, that he was on the scene. State University Dr. George Norlin, who said he had, as president of Dr. Francis Ramsey, and Dr. M. P. the Medical association, asked the Manager to help city, sending the Commercial association, that there would be no services until further notice and in the afternoons representing men met with the Health Officer and Manager E. C. Heinrich, in command of the hospital camp, at the last request for conference and it was evident that the citizens of Boulder propose to act in the city in line with the rest of the country in an effort to suppress the epidemic rather than to surrender to it.

Present were Drs. L. F. Farrington, Gilbert, Reed, Clay, A. F. H. and Robertson, representing the Boulder County Medical association; Mayor Rice and A. J. M. Campbell, representing Farrington and Gilbert were sure that the city council would not suffer for the absence of the citizens' council, that he was on the scene. State University Dr. George Norlin, who said he had, as president of Dr. Francis Ramsey, and Dr. M. P. the Medical association, asked the Manager to help city, sending the Commercial association, that there would be no services until further notice and in the afternoons representing men met with the Health Officer and Manager E. C. Heinrich, in command of the hospital camp, at the last request for conference and it was evident that the citizens of Boulder propose to act in the city in line with the rest of the country in an effort to suppress the epidemic rather than to surrender to it.

Present were Drs. L. F. Farrington, Gilbert, Reed, Clay, A. F. H. and Robertson, representing the Boulder County Medical association; Mayor Rice and A. J. M. Campbell, representing Farrington and Gilbert were sure that the city council would not suffer for the absence of the citizens' council, that he was on the scene. State University Dr. George Norlin, who said he had, as president of Dr. Francis Ramsey, and Dr. M. P. the Medical association, asked the Manager to help city, sending the Commercial association, that there would be no services until further notice and in the afternoons representing men met with the Health Officer and Manager E. C. Heinrich, in command of the hospital camp, at the last request for conference and it was evident that the citizens of Boulder propose to act in the city in line with the rest of the country in an effort to suppress the epidemic rather than to surrender to it.

Present were Drs. L. F. Farrington, Gilbert, Reed, Clay, A. F. H. and Robertson, representing the Boulder County Medical association; Mayor Rice and A. J. M. Campbell, representing Farrington and Gilbert were sure that the city council would not suffer for the absence of the citizens' council, that he was on the scene. State University Dr. George Norlin, who said he had, as president of Dr. Francis Ramsey, and Dr. M. P. the Medical association, asked the Manager to help city, sending the Commercial association, that there would be no services until further notice and in the afternoons representing men met with the Health Officer and Manager E. C. Heinrich, in command of the hospital camp, at the last request for conference and it was evident that the citizens of Boulder propose to act in the city in line with the rest of the country in an effort to suppress the epidemic rather than to surrender to it.
PUBLIC WARNING!

Citizens Of Parkersburg--

Your special attention is directed to the seriousness of the Influenza situation. Be particularly careful for the next week or ten days.

INFLUENZA SYMPTOMS:
1. Coryza
2. Headache
3. Sore throat
4. Muscle pains
5. Cold

PREVENTIVE MEASURES:
1. Keep away from houses where there are cases of influenza.
2. If sick, notify your doctor.
3. Plenty of sleep, vegetable diet and frequent use of aspirin are necessary.
4. Avoid crowds and take plenty of exercises in open air.
5. Avoid persons who cough or sneeze; sleep in separate rooms.

Issued and recommended by City Board of Health

J. LOYAL GILBERT, Mayor
DR. H. D. PRICE, City Health Officer
C. W. BOSO, Supt. Dept. Public Safety

(Head Red Cross Chapter of organization)
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Victims
Spanish Flu 2
Victims of Spanish Flu 3
• Dr. Eleanor McBean, author of the book: *The Poisoned Needle*, who lived through the Spanish Flu, reported that only the vaccinated were getting sick!

• Both of her parents were doctors who refused to take the vaccines and did not allow their children to take them. None of them became sick with Spanish Flu!

• Her parents regularly visited families who were sick with the supposed Spanish Flu, but neither of them ever became sick with it!
• Despite the obvious link to the vaccines, the public was being told that people were getting sick because of a germ or virus!

• The public was told to wear a mask, social distance, wash their hands frequently etc. This is the same thing people are being told today regarding COVID!
Even Today:

Most doctors and scientists claim that the 1918 Spanish Flu was caused by a contagious virus.

Most mainstream media still claim that it was caused by a virus.

Can we afford to continue to blindly trust doctors and the mainstream news media?
For More Information

Read: The Poisoned Needle by Eleanor McBean.

Watch the documentary: The End of Germ Theory.
The 1976 Swine Flu Hoax
The Start of Swine Flu

- It began at the military base: Fort Dix, in New Jersey.
- Some soldiers complained about respiratory problems.
- Health officials took throat samples from the soldiers.
Local health officials could not find anything abnormal, so the samples were turned over to the CDC.

The CDC concluded that 5 of the soldiers had Swine Flu.

One of the men, David Lewis, was sick, but was forced to go on a march. He collapsed and a few days later died.

The other 4 men fully recovered!
• The public was told about the one soldier who died and supposedly had Swine Flu, but the public was not told about the fact that he was sick and died after being forced to go on a march!

• The public was also not told about the 4 other men who supposedly had Swine Flu, but fully recovered!
Despite the absence of evidence, the CDC launched a massive national campaign to encourage the public to get the Swine Flu shot.

Deceptive, but compelling commercials, were released about the supposed threat from Swine Flu.

Print media was also used as part of this campaign.

Even President Gerald Ford joined the effort to encourage the public to take the Swine Flu shot.
Swine Flu Commercials 1976 (video)
President Ford Promoting Swine Flu Shot (video)
People were asked to sign consent forms before they could receive a swine flu shot.

The forms only listed minor side effects, but not the fact that the shot could cause serious neurological problems.
• The CDC consent forms also stated that the swine flu vaccine had been field tested.

• Amazingly, people were not given the vaccine that was cited on the consent form, but a different vaccine called X53A which had not been field tested! This deception was exposed on the news program: **60 Minutes** with Mike Wallace.
The Public Blindly Obeyed

• An estimated 46 million Americans did get the swine flu shot.

• An estimated 4,000 people suffered serious neurological damage called Guillain-Barré Syndrome which caused people to become paralyzed and in some cases even death!

• Lawsuits were filed totaling $3.5 billion!
60 Minutes – Swine Flu 1976 (video)
Deception

Once again, we see that the public trust was betrayed, and innocent people were harmed and killed by a vaccine!
The 2009 H1N1 Hoax
Scaring The Public Over H1N1

- In 2010, the 2nd edition of my book: Vaccines Are Dangerous, came out.
- I devoted an entire chapter to H1N1.
- A few weeks before my book would be on the market, I gave a brief presentation on H1N1. Here is that presentation.
President Obama Promotes H1N1 Vaccine (video)
Summary

We see with H1N1 that once again the public was thrown into a panic needlessly and the public was not properly informed about the potential dangers of the vaccine.
For more information about H1N1 Read: Vaccines Are Dangerous
COVID-19
Terrorizing The Public
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Origin of COVID 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>It started in Wuhan China. It was first claimed to be due to people eating bats. Later, the blame was shifted to a nearby biological warfare laboratory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There were also other dangerous things taking place in Wuhan China. They had a serious pollution problem that was making people sick.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>They also had a huge number of 5G towers which some have speculated contributed to people getting sick.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Origin of COVID 2

• The people of Wuhan were not allowed to leave the city and were confined to their apartments.

• Huge trucks, along with robots, and drones were spraying the city with unknown chemicals that were presumed to be disinfectants. This also could have contributed to respiratory and other health problems that people were having.
Wuhan Repeatedly Sprayed With Disinfectants (video)
How Dangerous Is Covid? 1

• According to the CDC’s website, the symptoms for COVID are identical to colds, flus and pneumonia. There are other symptoms that have been reported and some believe are linked to COVID, but have not been placed on the CDC’s list of COVID symptoms.

• The recovery rate from what is called COVID, is well over 99% for most age groups.

• Most deaths attributed to COVID have been among the very elderly in their 80s and who were already suffering from life threatening conditions including cancer, heart disease, diabetes etc.
How Dangerous Is Covid? 2

• The risk of death from COVID for children and teens is statistically near zero and the same is true of those under 70 years old and in average good health.

• In 2020, the all-cause mortality count was actually lower than in the previous years. This was despite all of the fear mongering news reports about massive deaths from COVID.
How Dangerous Is Covid? 3

• The CDC eventually admitted that the number of deaths that they had reported were grossly inflated.

• Out of the over 600,000 deaths that they claimed were due to COVID, they admitted that only 6% of those did not have other life-threatening conditions that could have caused their deaths.
WE WERE RIGHT: In August 2020 TGP Reported Per the CDC That Only 6% of All COVID-19 Deaths Were Caused EXCLUSIVELY by the COVID-19 Virus – Today It’s Down to 5%!

By Joe Hoft
Published May 19, 2021 at 12:10pm
436 Comments
How Dangerous Is Covid? 4

The **Cares Act**, gives hospitals huge financial incentives to inflate the number of **COVID cases** and **COVID death counts**.
The Cares Act (video)
Has It Been Proven To Be A Virus? 1

Whether viruses cause disease is a debate that has been going on for many decades even though the general public has not been aware of this debate.
Has It Been Proven To Be A Virus? 2

• With regards to COVID or SARS-COV-2, which is the name given the virus, doctors, scientists and researchers have been arguing that no such virus has been isolated and purified.

• These individuals include: Dr. Tom Cowan, Dr. Andrew Kaufman, Dr. Stephan Lanka, Dr. Dave Rasnick, Dr. Sam Bailey, Dr. Mark Bailey, Christine Massey and others.

• These issues are complicated, but they need to be discussed and a consensus reached.
How Dangerous Are The COVID Shots?

• The COVID shots have injured and killed more people than all of the other vaccines combined over the past 20 years.

• Pfizer’s own documents submitted to the FDA and released by court order to the public, revealed that their COVID shot had close to 1,300 adverse reactions that it could cause. This does not include the other manufacturers of COVID vaccines.

• The FDA documents also showed that over 1,200 people died after receiving the Pfizer COVID shot during its trial over a 90-day period, with most of the deaths occurring in the first 3 days.
How Dangerous Are COVD Shots 2

• Insurance companies revealed that the death count in 2021 jumped 40%, which was way beyond anything normal.
From December 2020 through June 2022, there were 1,295,329 adverse reactions from the COVID injections, reported to VAERS.

This included 28,714 deaths.
182 New Reports of Deaths After COVID Vaccines, CDC Data Show

VAERS data released Friday by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention show 1,295,329 reports of adverse events from all age groups following COVID-19 vaccines, including 28,714 deaths and 236,767 serious injuries between Dec. 14, 2020, and June 3, 2022.

By The Defender Staff
Deaths Reported To VAERS For All Vaccines 2000 to 2021 Compared to Deaths Reported For The COVID Vaccines in 2021

Deaths All Vaccines vs. COVID Vaccines

- Deaths All Vaccines 2000-2021
- COVID Vaccine Deaths 2021

Deaths:
- 7659
- 24790
The numbers in VAERS are only a fraction of the actual number of injuries and deaths.

Most people don’t know about VAERS and therefore most cases are not reported.

Most doctors are very reluctant to report vaccine injuries to VAERS.

Some estimate that the VAERS numbers should be multiplied by 40 while others believe they should be multiplied by 100 to get a more realistic estimate of the injuries and deaths caused by vaccines.
Victims of the COVID Vaccine (video)
Regardless of what a person thinks COVID really is, the facts prove that the threat has been grossly exaggerated just as it has for Spanish Flu, Swine Flu, and H1N1.

The medical establishment and the media have once again thrown the country into a panic that was not justified.

Again, the public was told and pressured into taking shots which ended up crippling and even killing otherwise healthy individuals.
The public is being subjected to the same manipulations again and again!

It is time for people to wake up and put an end to these cycles of abuse! People must question everything and demand PROOF!

The power is with the people!
My book: *Vaccines Are Dangerous*, goes into a lot more detail on these topics along with extensive references.

Website:  
[www.vaccinesaredangerous.blogspot.com](http://www.vaccinesaredangerous.blogspot.com)

My Substack: curtiscost.substack.com